
 

 

Call to turn Urdu into a language of R&D  

Hans News Service   |  29 Nov 2019 11:48 PM IST HIGHLIGHTS  

Two-day School of Arts and Social Sciences (SA&SS) concludes at MANUU Hyderabad: 
The Third National Urdu Social Sciences Congress concluded on Thursday at Maulana 
Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) with a call to make Urdu a language of 
research and development. Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urdu of MANUU in 
association with School of Arts and Social Sciences (SA&SS) organised a two-day 
congress with the theme of 'Social Sciences in 21st Century Concerns and Challenges.'  

Speaking on the occasion as the chief guest, Professor Zubair Meenai, Dept of Social 
Work, Jamia Millia Islamia (JMI), said that people's thoughts, desires, needs were being 
controlled by e-marketing websites such as social media and e-commerce in today's 
world. The problem was that social scientists were not paying attention towards this 
issue and the time had come to focus on human values to mitigate the damage, he 
added.  

Professor Ayub Khan, Pro Vice-Chancellor, said in his presidential address that experts 
talked about interdisciplinary research which was the need of the hour. He had done a 
lot of work on financial modeling which required knowledge of Mathematics as well as 
Economics. Better results of research can be achieved only by specialising in specific 
domain which can certainly benefit the society, he remarked. 
 
 

 

Social Science Congress ends at MANUU 
With a call to make Urdu language of research 
Hyderabad:  
 Third National Urdu Social Sciences Congress concluded yesterday evening at 

Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) with a call 
to make Urdu a language of research & development. 
Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urdu of MANUU in 
association with School of Arts and Social Sciences (SA&SS), 
organized the two day congress with the theme “Social 
Sciences in 21st Century – Concerns and Challenges”. 
Speaking on the occasion as the Chief Guest, Prof. Zubair 
Meenai, Dept. of Social Work, Jamia Millia Islamia (JMI) said 
that people’s thoughts, desires, needs are being controlled by 

e-marketing websites such as social media and e-commerce in today’s world. The 
problem is that Social Scientists are not paying attention towards this issue and the time 
has come to focus on human values to mitigate the damage, he added. 
Prof. Ayub Khan, Pro Vice-Chancellor in his presidential address said that experts have 
talked about interdisciplinary research which is need of the hour. He had done a lot of 
work on financial modeling which requires knowledge of mathematics as well as 
economics. Better results of research can be achieved only by specializing in specific 
domain which can certainly benefit the society, he remarked. 
Prof. Arvind Ansari, Department of Women Studies,  JMI asked MANUU to take lead 
in making Urdu global language.  



Prof. S.M Rahmatullah, Registrar I/c, Dean, SA&SS & Convenor, Congress conducted 
the proceedings. Dr. Abid Moiz, Coordinator, Congress & Consultant, CPKU  proposed 
vote of thanks and briefed about the activities of Urdu Knowledge Centre. Mr. 
Ikram-ul-Haq, Assistant Professor History, while presenting the report informed that 67 
papers were presented in 10 different sessions of the congress.  
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Third National Urdu Social Sciences Congress concluded yesterday evening at Maulana 
Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) with a call to make Urdu a language of 
research & development. 
Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urduof MANUU in association with School of 
Arts and Social Sciences (SA&SS), organizedthe two day congress with the theme 
“Social Sciences in 21st Century - Concerns and Challenges”. 
Speaking on the occasion as the Chief Guest, Prof. Zubair Meenai, Dept. of Social Work, 
Jamia Millia Islamia (JMI) said that people's thoughts, desires, needs are being 
controlled by e-marketing websites such as social media and e-commerce in today’s 
world. The problem is that Social Scientists are not paying attention towards this issue 
and the time has come to focus on human values to mitigate the damage, he added. 
Prof. Ayub Khan, Pro Vice-Chancellor in his presidential address said that experts have 
talked about interdisciplinary research which is need of the hour. He had done a lot of 
work on financial modeling which requires knowledge of mathematics as well as 
economics. Better results of research can be achieved only by specializing in specific 
domain which can certainly benefit the society, he remarked. 
Prof. Arvind Ansari, Department of Women Studies, JMI asked MANUU to take lead in 
making Urdu global language. 
Prof. S.M Rahmatullah, Registrar I/c, Dean, SA&SS & Convenor, Congress conducted 
the proceedings. Dr. Abid Moiz, Coordinator, Congress & Consultant, CPKU proposed 
vote of thanks and briefed about the activities of Urdu Knowledge Centre. Mr. 
Ikram-ul-Haq, Assistant Professor History, while presenting the report informed that 67 
papers were presented in 10 different sessions of the congress. 
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Social Science Congress concludes at MANUU 
Posted by Mohammed Hussain Published: November 29, 2019, 5:24 pm IST Read Time: 
2 min 
Hyderabad: Third National Urdu Social Sciences Congress concluded yesterday 
evening at Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) with a call to make 

Urdu a language of research & development. 
Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urdu of 
MANUU in association with School of Arts and Social 
Sciences (SA&SS), organized the two day congress 
with the theme “Social Sciences in 21st Century – 
Concerns and Challenges”. 
Speaking on the occasion as the Chief Guest, Prof. 
Zubair Meenai, Dept. of Social Work, Jamia Millia 
Islamia (JMI) said that people’s thoughts, desires, 
needs are being controlled by e-marketing websites 
such as social media and e-commerce in today’s 

world. The problem is that Social Scientists are not paying attention towards this issue 
and the time has come to focus on human values to mitigate the damage, he added. 
Prof. Ayub Khan, Pro Vice-Chancellor in his presidential address said that experts have 
talked about interdisciplinary research which is need of the hour. He had done a lot of 
work on financial modeling which requires knowledge of mathematics as well as 
economics. Better results of research can be achieved only by specializing in specific 
domain which can certainly benefit the society, 
he remarked. 
Prof. Arvind Ansari, Department of Women 
Studies,  JMI asked MANUU to take lead in 
making Urdu global language. 
Prof. S.M Rahmatullah, Registrar I/c, Dean, 
SA&SS & Convenor, Congress conducted the 
proceedings. Dr. Abid Moiz, Coordinator, 
Congress & Consultant, CPKU  proposed vote of 
thanks and briefed about the activities of Urdu 
Knowledge Centre. Mr. Ikram-ul-Haq, Assistant 
Professor History, while presenting the report 
informed that 67 papers were presented in 10 different sessions of the congress. 
 

  



 

 
Training Programme for Madrassa teachers ends at MANUU 

Hyderabad, Nov 28 (INN): “Scientific approach is essential for teachers along with 
traditional disciplines. The holy Quran is meant for practising, it shall not be confined to 
mere recitation.” 
Dr. Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz, Vice-Chancellor of Maulana Azad National Urdu University 
(MANUU), expressed these views in valedictory function of the training programme for 
teachers of Madrassas held recently. 
Centre for Professional Development of Urdu Medium Teachers, MANUU in collaboration 
with National Council for Promotion of Urdu Language (NCPUL), New Delhi organized the 
training prsogramme from November 19 to 25. 
The Vice-Chancellor also distributed certificates among the participants. 
Fifty participants of various Madarsas of Maharashtra, Karnataka and Telangana attended 
theprogram. 
Prof. Mohammed Abdul Sami Siddiqui, Director, Centre welcomed the gathering. Misbah ul 
Anzar, Assistant Professor, Centre conducted the proceedings. Prof. Siddiqui Mohd. 
Mahmood, Programme Convener and Dr. Mohd Akbar, Coordinator were also present. 
 
 

 

 

 
MANUU awards PhD to two scholars 
By AuthorTelanganaToday  |  Published: 2nd Dec 2019  12:27 amUpdated: 1st Dec 
2019  6:58 pm 

Mohammad Rizwan Ansari and Mohammad 
Altamash. 
The Maulana Azad National Urdu University has 
declared Mohammad Rizwan Ansari as qualified in 
Doctor of Philosophy in Urdu. He has worked on the 
topic ‘Balwant Singh ki Urdu Fiction Negaari ka 

Tanqeedi Tajzia’ (Critical review of Balwant Singh’s Urdu Fiction writing), under the 
supervision of Dr. Bi Bi Raza Khatoon, Assistant Professor, Department of Urdu, 
MANUU. 
Also, the MANUU declared Mohammad Altamash qualified in Doctor of Philosophy in 
Urdu. He has worked on the topic ‘Habeeb Tanveer ki Drama Negari ka Tanqeedi 
Tajzia’ (Critical review of Habeeb Tanveer’s Drama writing) under the supervision of 
Dr Bi Bi Raza Khatoon. 
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